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a b s t r a c t

We propose and analyse numerically a novel dispersion-imbalanced non-linear optical loop mirror

(NOLM) scheme allowing simultaneous compression and amplitude noise reduction of chirped

ultrashort-pulsed signals. An all-fibre distributed Gires–Tournois etalon (DGTE) made of two uniform

fibre Bragg gratings is inserted asymmetrically in the loop, and is used both to dispersion imbalance the

NOLM and to compress the pulses. The results show that the output pulses are accompanied by side

lobes, which originate from the no-uniformity of the DGTE dispersion spectrum. We analyse the

formation of these side lobes and show that, in the case of highly chirped input pulses, side lobes are

strongly reduced by the NOLM architecture. In this case, the device operates well even when the signal

optical spectrum extends over an entire free spectral range of the DGTE. We believe that this work will

be useful for the design of all-optical regeneration schemes for highly chirped data streams in optical

transmission systems.

& 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The pulse broadening effect of chromatic dispersion is a major
concern in optical transmission systems, as it causes the data in
adjacent bit periods to overlap and produce intersymbol inter-
ference (ISI). Several techniques including the use of dispersion
compensating fibre [1,2] or fibre Bragg grating [3,4] can be used to
compensate the effect of dispersion in the fibre. Dispersion
control is important in high-bit-rate optical transmission systems
because the dispersion tolerances are reduced rapidly with
increase in bit rate.

Gires–Tournois etalons (GTEs) are periodical all-pass filters
that can be used to compress ultrashort optical pulses or to
compensate for chromatic dispersion. The conventional GTE [5–8]
consists of two plane–parallel bulk or thin-film mirrors of
reflectivities R0=1 and Ro1 separated by a given distance. Its
group-delay spectrum exhibits resonances that are characteristic
of the reflection spectrum of the Fabry–Perot interferometers. For
fibre–optic applications however, it is desirable for GTEs to be
made directly in the optical fibre, as it will reduce insertion loss
and eliminate alignment issues. The achievement of compact all-
fibre distributed Gires–Tournois etalons (DGTEs) was reported for
the first time in [9], in which the bulk mirrors were replaced by
fibre Bragg gratings. After this, several DGTE designs were
ll rights reserved.
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proposed as dispersion compensation devices, which were based
on chirped fibre Bragg gratings, possibly with complex apodiza-
tion profiles [10,11].

The non-linear optical loop mirror (NOLM) [12] is a very
versatile device that has been used extensively in applications like
ultrafast switching and signal processing [13–15]. A NOLM is a
Sagnac interferometer structure formed by a coupler with its
output ports joined by a fibre span. Thanks to the use of the non-
linear optical Kerr effect, the device presents a power-dependent
transmission (switching) characteristic. Conventional devices use
an asymmetry of power between the counter-propagating beams
to provide switching. Such an asymmetry can be produced by an
asymmetric coupler or by a loss or gain located asymmetrically in
the loop.

Wong et al. [16] proposed a dispersion-imbalanced non-linear
loop mirror, which is made of a 50/50 coupler and two segments
of fibre; one is a standard single-mode fibre (SMF) with high
anomalous dispersion and the other one is a dispersion shifted
fibre (DSF) with a much lower amount of dispersion at the
operating wavelength. When an input pulse enters the dispersion-
imbalanced NOLM, it is split into two equal counter-propagating
fields. In the clockwise (CW) propagating direction inside the
loop, the incident pulse broadens quickly due to the large
dispersion of the SMF and then remains broad in the DSF
segment. The peak power of the broadened pulse is small and
little non-linear phase shift is induced. In contrast, the counter-
clockwise (CCW) pulse remains short in the DSF, which is almost
dispersionless; thus the pulse acquires a large amount of non-
linear phase shift. This non-linear phase shift difference is
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responsible for the intensity dependent transfer characteristic of
the NOLM. In Ref. [17] the authors proposed a hybrid-type
passively and actively mode locked fibre ring laser including a
dispersion-imbalanced non-linear loop mirror whose operation is
the same as in Ref. [16].

In this work we propose and analyse numerically a novel
NOLM scheme in which a DGTE is used as a dispersion imbalance
element. If the DGTE dispersion is properly adjusted, dispersion
compensation and pulse compression are obtained. Simulta-
neously, the non-linear switching characteristic of the NOLM
yields substantial amplitude noise reduction if the input peak
power is properly adjusted.
2. Principle

The proposed scheme is shown in Fig. 1, where double arrows
represent the state of polarisation (SOP) of the signals during
their propagation in the NOLM. The interferometer includes
polarisation maintaining fibre (PMF), a 3-dB polarisation
maintaining (PM) fibre coupler and a polarisation beam splitter
(PBS) inserted close to one of the coupler output ports. A 90o

splice is realised at the other coupler output port. A linear section
of standard fibre is connected at the common port of the PBS. This
section includes a Faraday rotator (FR) and ends with a DGTE
interferometer. Note that a fibre FR [18] can be used in order to
minimise insertion losses and to preserve the all-fibre nature
of the device. The signal entering the device is assumed to be
linearly polarised along the y (vertical) axis and it is split by the
3-dB coupler into a CW beam (grey arrows in Fig. 1) and a CCW
beam (white arrows). Input pulses are supposed to present a
substantial linear chirp so that they are broad and have relatively
Input

Output

splice

3 dB PM
coupler

90°

Fig. 1. Scheme of the dispersion-imbalanced NOLM scheme under study: DGTE, distribu

and PBS, polarising beam splitter.
low peak power. In the CCW direction, the pulses remain broad as
they propagate through the loop and they are little affected by
dispersion and by the Kerr-induced non-linear phase shift, due to
their low peak power. A 901 splice is used to rotate the SOP of the
pulses travelling in the CCW direction so that the two counter-
propagating signals enter the PBS through its ordinary and
extraordinary axes. At the common port of the PBS, the SOPs are
orthogonal to each other and change randomly as the two signals
propagate in the fibre. After rotating 45o through the FR, the
signals enter the DGTE, where the chirp is compensated, so that
the reflected pulses are recompressed. The incidence of the two
pulse components back on the FR causes another 45o rotation of
their SOP, which yield a total 901 rotation for each beam. This 90o

rotation ensures that the random polarisation evolution of the
beams due to fibre residual birefringence is exactly compensated
after one round trip in the linear section [19]. Hence, the SOP of
each beam back at the PBS common port is linear and rotated
by 901 from the initial SOP. With such orientations, the beams
are reintroduced through the correct PBS ports to pursue their
propagation through the loop. The CCW signal reaches the coupler
whereas the CW signal starts propagating in the fibre loop. As the
peak power of the CW pulse was raised after compression by the
DGTE, it acquires a substantial amount of non-linear phase shift.
After propagation through the fibre, the CW signal polarisation is
rotated by the 90o splice so that the two linearly polarised signal
components arrive parallel at the coupler and successfully
interfere to provide at the NOLM output port a signal of fixed
linear SOP, in which the pulses are compressed and whose chirp is
substantially reduced. We suppose that the input signal presents
a large amount of chirp and is affected by amplitude fluctuations
as well. Due to the power-dependent non-linear phase shift
difference between the interfering beams, the NOLM presents a
FR

PBS

100 m
PMF

DGTE

ted Gires–Tournois etalon; FR, faraday rotator; PMF, polarisation maintaining fibre;
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nearly sinusoidal switching characteristic. If the average input
pulse peak power is adjusted at the maximum of the output
power characteristic of the NOLM (which appears at power
�1.17Pp, where Pp is the transmission maximum, or switching
power), then the amplitude fluctuation is also substantially
reduced [14]. This configuration of the NOLM is also useful for
pulse compression and pedestal suppression [13,15]. In fact when
a pulse is switched by the NOLM, only its peak is transmitted
while low-power components, like pedestal or noise on space bits
are reflected back. As a result the NOLM can clean noise on space
bits, and also further reduces the pulse duration. Note finally that
this scheme preserves the SOP of the input signal and avoids the
use of polarisation controllers.
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Fig. 2. Dispersion spectrum of the DGTE with amplitude of 900 ps/nm (solid line),

1400 ps/nm (dashed line) and 2800 ps/nm (dotted line) for 0.25, 0.35 and 0.5

reflectivities of the weak grating, respectively. Wavelength values relative to

1550 nm.
3. Model

Pulse propagation in a NOLM is described by the normalised
non-linear Schrödinger equation including group-velocity disper-
sion (GVD) and self-phase modulation (SPM). This equation writes
as [20]

@u

@z
þ

j

2
signðb2Þ

@2u

@t2
¼ j

LD

LNL
juj2u ð1Þ

where b2 is the GVD parameter and sign (b2) is the sign of b2. The
parameters z, t and u denote, respectively, the normalised
distance, time and slowly varying amplitude envelope of the
pulse. The normalised parameters are related to the actual
parameters as follows:

z¼ Z=LD; t¼ T=T0; u¼U=
ffiffiffiffiffi
P0

p
;

where U is the envelope function of the pulse, Z is the distance
along the fibre and T is the time measured in a reference frame
moving at the speed of the signal. Parameter T0 is the duration of
the Gaussian pulse related to the full-width at half-maximum
(FWHM) duration by TFWHM ¼ 1:665T0; LD ¼ T2

0=jb2j is the disper-
sion length, P0 is the initial peak power and LNL=1/gP0 is the non-
linear length, where g is the Kerr coefficient. We used the split-
step Fourier (SSF) method to solve Eq. (1). If now the GVD of the
PMF is small, and for relatively large pulses, the effect of GVD on
the pulse propagation can be neglected, and the intensity
envelope of the counter-propagating pulses is nearly unaltered
after propagation through the fibre. Under these conditions, the
peak power values of both CW and CCW beams remain constant
during propagation. Let us define the peak power enhancement
factor Fp as the factor by which the CW peak power is increased
after pulse compression in the DGTE. If Ppeak is the input peak
power and LNOLM the PMF length, then considering the 50/50
coupling ratio, the values of non-linear phase shift at the peak
accumulated by the CW and CCW beams in the PMF are
0.5FpPpeakgLNOLM and 0.5PpeakgLNOLM, respectively. Hence the non-
linear phase shift difference at the peak is 0.5(Fp�1)PpeakgLNOLM.
Maximal NOLM transmission occurs at the switching power Pp,
for which the non-linear phase shift difference reaches p. Its value
is thus given by

Pp ¼ 2p=½ðFP�1ÞgLNOLM�: ð2Þ

The DGTE is made of two uniform fibre Bragg gratings, and was
simulated by the transfer matrix method (TMM) [21,22]. The
transfer matrix of the interval d between the gratings was
obtained from the phase shift 2pnd/l, where l is the wavelength
and n is the fibre refractive index, and the transfer matrix of each
grating was obtained from the coupled-mode equations, which
are

@B

@Z
¼ jkdcBþ jkacAe�jDbZ ð3Þ
@A

@Z
¼�jkdcA�jkac

�BejDbZ ð4Þ

where B and A are the slowly varying amplitudes for the modes
propagating in the +Z and –Z directions, respectively, and Db is
the phase mismatch. The mode coupling coefficients kdc and kac

are given by

kdc ¼ noe0

Z þ1
�1

Z þ1
�1

Dnxx�dxdy ð5Þ

kac ¼ noe0

Z þ1
�1

Z þ1
�1

nDn

2
xx�dxdy¼

n
2
kdc; ð6Þ

where o is the angular frequency, e0 is the vacuum permittivity,
Dn is the averaged refractive index perturbation introduced by
the grating, v is the visibility and x is the modal field of the
propagating modes.
4. Simulation results and discussion

The NOLM includes 100 m of PMF, with a dispersion of �2 ps/
nm km at 1550 nm, and a Kerr coefficient g=10 W�1km�1. With
such values of fibre length and dispersion, and for the pulse
durations considered here, the pulse profile is nearly unaffected
by propagation through the fibre, and only its phase is modified
through the Kerr effect. Fig. 2 shows the dispersion spectrum of
the DGTE formed by two uniform period gratings. The effective
refractive index of the gratings is n=1.447, and their spatial period
is L=535 nm to ensure maximal reflection at 1.55mm. The weak
grating has a length of 0.2 mm and values of Dn between
1.4�10�3 and 3.0�10�3 and v=1 were used in the
computational model, which results in a bandwidth of
�8.3�8.4 nm and values of reflectivity between 0.25 and 0.7
(kac=kdc/2 between 27.5 and 60.5 cm�1); the strong grating has a
length of 1 mm, Dn=2.0�10�3 and v=1, which results in a
bandwidth of �2.6 nm and a reflectivity of 99.9% (kac=kdc/

2=41.5 cm�1). The separation of the gratings is 2 mm, which
results in a free spectral range (FSR) of 46.8 GHz corresponding to
a period of �0.37 nm as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. For such values,
the DGTE ring-down time is small enough to deal with pulses
with durations down to �10 ps. The dispersion curves are nearly
periodic, and five similar channels can be found in Fig. 2. The
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Fig. 3. Spectrum of pulses for (a) Dl, (b) Dl/2, and (c) 2Dl FWHM spectral widths,

with Dl=0.18 nm. Dispersion spectrum (dashed line) of DGTE was superimposed

for comparison (the curves correspond to 0.5 (a), 0.7 (b) and 0.2 (c) reflectivities of

the weak grating). Wavelength relative to 1550 nm.

Table 1

Value of parameters used in the simulations for Dl=0.18 nm, and resulting input

peak power, compression factor (ratio between pulse durations at the NOLM input

and output) and peak power enhancement factor FP.

Chirp TFHWM (ps) Dispersion
(ps/nm)

Input peak
power (W)

Compression
factor

Fp

�2 44 �900 8.2 2.8 1.7

�3 62 �1400 6.4 3.2 2.0

�4 81 �1800 5.7 3.5 2.2

�5 100 �2200 5.0 3.9 2.3

�6 119 �2800 4.7 4.2 2.4
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curve amplitude strongly depends on the weak grating
reflectivity.

We simulate the NOLM operation with linearly chirped
Gaussian pulses having the same spectral width at half-maximum
DnE22.5 GHz (DlE0.18 nm) and various values of initial chirp.
Initial chirp is negative, which means that the instantaneous
frequency decreases linearly across the pulse from the leading to
the trailing edge. In each case, the pulse spectrum is centred close
to the minimum of the DGTE dispersion curve (Fig. 3(a)). By way
of the weak grating reflectivity, the curve amplitude is adjusted in
each case to ensure the maximum value of Fp for the CW pulse
through the DGTE. The results were also improved in each case by
slightly shifting to longer wavelengths the pulse spectrum from
the point of minimal dispersion (by �10–15% of the FSR). This
optimal dispersion adjustment also ensures maximal pulse
compression and minimal residual chirp. Table 1 presents in
each case the initial chirp, the initial pulse duration at half
intensity maximum TFWHM, as well as the optimal dispersion at
the minimum and the corresponding input peak power,
compression factor and peak power enhancement factor. The
peak power corresponds to the maximum of the output peak
power characteristic, which ensures maximal amplitude noise
reduction. Its value is usually slightly beyond the value of
switching power Pp given by Eq. (2).

For all the pulse parameters listed in Table 1 the initial
spectral-width has the same value, which is more or less half the
FSR. Fig. 4 shows the recompression results when the input peak
power is adjusted at the maximum of the NOLM output power
characteristic in the cases C=�2, �4 and �6. The figure shows
that the device recompresses the pulse to a TFWHME15.6, 23.3 and
28.0 ps at the NOLM output, respectively. These values are
comparable with the 19.6 ps duration of the transform-limited
pulse having the same spectrum amplitude as the input pulse
(dotted lines in Fig. 4), although in reality chirp is not completely
eliminated, as shown by the time-bandwidth product values
DnoutTFWHM,outE0.93, 0.79 and 0.70 40.441. This is due to the
spectral widening associated with SPM, which also makes it
possible that the output pulse be shorter than the transform-
limited input pulse (case of C=�2).

Fig. 4 also shows the existence of side lobes that accompany
the recompressed pulse. The magnitude of these side lobes
strongly depends on the value of the initial chirp. Indeed, they
are more intense for small values of initial chirp and almost
disappear for chirp values from �4 to �6. The no-uniformity of
the DGTE dispersion over the pulse spectrum (Fig. 3(a)) is
responsible for the appearance of side lobes in the counter-
propagating pulses; however these low-power components
would then interfere destructively and be eliminated at the
NOLM output. On the other hand, simulations show that side
lobes are observed at the NOLM output even if the DGTE is
replaced by a uniform dispersion spectrum. The main cause of the
appearance of intense side lobes at the NOLM output is the SPM
affecting the CCW pulse. Although this effect does not modify the
temporal profile of the pulse through the PMF, it induces a
characteristic S-shaped instantaneous frequency profile across the
pulse [20] that adds to the initial linear profile. The CCW pulse
then crosses the strongly dispersive DGTE. The newly generated
red- and blue-shifted spectral components are temporally
separated from the recompressed main pulse, thus increasing
the side lobes. In contrast, the CW pulse does not present SPM-
enhanced side lobes, as it crosses the PMF after recompression
through the DGTE.
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(a) C=�2, (b) C=�4 and (c) C=�6 (all other parameters are listed in Table 1). Dotted

lines show the transform-limited (TL) temporal profile of the input pulse spectrum.
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In order to better understand the dependence of the side lobe
intensity on initial chirp, Fig. 5 presents the CW and CCW pulse
profiles after propagating through the loop, just before they
recombine at the coupler, for C=�2 (case of Fig. 4(a)) and C=�6
(Fig. 4(c)). In the first case, the side lobes of the CCW pulse are
much stronger than the CW pulse. This denotes a strong
contribution of SPM in the formation of the CCW side lobes, due
to the relatively high value of input power required for switching
(see Table 1). Indeed when initial chirp is moderate, the CW pulse
presents limited potential for recompression and the peak power
enhancement factor Fp is small. The peak power asymmetry
between CW and CCW pulses is thus small, which in turn
increases the switching power (see Eq. (2)). In contrast, in the case
of C=�6, a large compression factor and peak power
enhancement are obtained for the CW pulse, which reduces the
switching power. In this case, the peak power of the CCW pulse is
small so that it is little affected by the SPM. The emergence of side
lobes for both CW and CCW pulses is almost exclusively due to
the non-uniform dispersion spectrum of the DGTE, so that they
are nearly equal in amplitude, and are almost completely
eliminated as they interfere destructively at the NOLM output
(Fig. 4(c)).

It should also be noted in Table 1 that the compression factor is
substantially higher than the power enhancement factor Fp.
There are two main reasons for this. First, Fp is reduced as a
consequence of the reduction in the energy of the CW pulse when
it passes the DGTE, because part of this energy is transferred to
side lobes. The second reason is that the non-linear transmission
of the NOLM enhances the pulse compression, which is thus
not exclusively due to the DGTE. Indeed, when the input peak
power is adjusted near Pp, the transmission of the peak through
the NOLM is nearly maximal whereas the pulse edges suffer
higher loss.

As mentioned previously, the no-uniformity of the DGTE
dispersion spectrum is responsible for the appearance of side
lobes accompanying the recompressed CW and CCW pulses.
Indeed if the pulse spectrum is in the region of negative
dispersion of the DGTE, then the central spectral components
undergo negative dispersion, which allows pulse compression,
whereas the frequency components at the spectrum edges
undergo smaller or zero values of dispersion and even positive
dispersion (see Fig. 3), so that they do not regroup at the pulse
centre and tend to form side lobes. One remarkable outcome of
this study so far was to show that, if initial chirp is large enough
(i.e., if SPM action is not significant on the CCW pulse), these side
lobes are reflected by the NOLM architecture and practically
disappear at the device output, and good-quality compression is
observed even if the signal spectrum expands over most of the
FSR of the DGTE, a range over which its dispersion varies widely
and even changes sign.

One may expect, however, that the compression capabilities of
the device will be limited as the signal bandwidth is increased for
a given FSR. In order to analyze the effect of the signal bandwidth
on the device performances, we consider a spectral width two
times smaller or larger than the previously considered bandwidth
(Dl/2 and 2Dl, Fig. 3(b) and (c)). In both cases, the initial chirp
C=�4 (as in Fig. 4(b)). In the former case (Fig. 6(a–c)), the quality
of recompression is slightly better than (although comparable
with) Fig. 4(b), with an output pulse duration close to the
transform limit of the input pulse, Fp=2.23, and an input peak
power=5.2 W for amplitude noise reduction. The side lobes are
slightly lower than in Fig. 4(b) due to the slightly smaller value of
input power. More dramatic changes are observed when the
signal bandwidth is doubled (Fig. 6(d–f)). In this case, the pulse
spectrum extends beyond one FSR, and frequency components
with substantial intensity appear for zero or even positive
dispersion values (Fig. 3(c)). As a consequence, a substantial
portion of the energy of the CW pulse is transferred to side lobes
after recompression through the DGTE (compare Figs. 6(b)
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and 6(e)), and the Fp factor is severely degraded (from Fp=2.2 to
1.74), even if the pulse duration is still reduced close to the
transform limit of the input signal. The Fp factor reduction causes
an increase in Pp (see Eq. (2)) and in the input peak power to 7.5

W, which in turn generates large SPM-induced side lobes in the
CCW signal. Fig. 6(f) shows that these side lobes reach the
intensity of the main pulse. Because of the huge asymmetry
between the side lobes of the counter-propagating pulses, they do
not cancel out at the NOLM output, and the output waveform
presents large side lobes (Fig. 6(d)).

Fig. 7 presents the percentage of the output pulse energy
included in side lobes, as a function of initial chirp, for different
values of spectral width considered here: Dl/2, Dl and 2Dl, when
the DGTE dispersion was optimised in each case. In the first two
cases, where the pulse spectrum remains mainly confined in one
FSR, the DGTE ensures a good pulse compression with low side
lobe energy for high values of initial chirp. The large value of Fp

ensures a moderate switching power and thus the CCW pulse is
little affected by SPM, which results in very small values of side
lobes energy at the NOLM output. These values gradually increase
as initial chirp is decreased, as the compression through the DGTE
becomes less efficient, and smaller values of Fp yielding higher
switching powers cause substantial SPM and enhanced side lobes
in the CCW pulse, which are transmitted to the NOLM output. In
the case of the wider spectrum, however, which extends beyond
one FSR, the side lobes at the NOLM output are very large for all
values of initial chirp, as a large fraction of the pulse energy facing
zero or positive dispersion moves away from the main pulse
through the DGTE, which induces severe Fp degradation and
increase in switching power, and causes large SPM-enhanced side
lobes in the CCW pulse that are transmitted to the NOLM output,
quite independent of the value of the initial chirp.

To illustrate the amplitude noise reduction action of the
device, Fig. 8 shows an example of eye diagram obtained at the
regenerator input and output. The input signal is degraded by a
substantial amount of Gaussian amplitude noise and presents
intersymbol interference. The average input peak power for 1’s is
4.7 W and the standard deviation of the amplitude noise is 10%,
whereas the average input peak power for 0’s is 0.6 W and its
standard deviation is 50% as shown in Fig. 8(a). The average
input peak power of 1’s is adjusted to the maximum of the NOLM
output power characteristic. Fig. 8(b) shows that the noise on
both marks and spaces is strongly reduced at the device
output. The noise standard deviation for 1’s at the output is 2%
for an average peak power of 11.2 W. Intersymbol interference is
suppressed and the eye opening is broadened after transmission
through the device. Note finally that further improvement
in the pulse quality, in particular further reduction in the side
lobes and pulse compression can be obtained if the signal
propagates over a fibre link following the NOLM, through the
interplay between anomalous dispersion and non-linear Kerr
effect [23]. We thus believe that the proposed scheme may be
useful both as a pre-receiver device and in the frame of in-line
regeneration.

Although a large number of NOLM schemes were proposed for
optical pulse shaping (compression, pedestal suppression, and
amplitude equalization) or signal regeneration, in particular based
on the use of an asymmetric coupler [12,13,15], attenuator
[14,15] or wave retarder [24], they do not perform chirp
compensation, so that a second stage should be included for
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complete regeneration. The dispersion-imbalanced NOLM [16],
which includes two sections of fibre with different values of
dispersion could be used for dispersion compensation as well;
however, a large section of dispersive fibre would be needed in
the loop for the regeneration of highly chirped data. In contrast,
the scheme proposed in this study, including a fibre DGTE only a
few millimeters long but with values of dispersion up to several
thousands of ps/nm, constitutes a more compact device, which is
able to perform in one stage operations such as pulse compres-
sion, pedestal suppression and amplitude equalization together
with dispersion compensation, although the chirp is not com-
pletely eliminated and the pulses are accompanied by side lobes
at the NOLM output.
5. Conclusion

In conclusion, we have proposed and studied through
numerical simulations a novel NOLM scheme including a DGTE
made of two uniform fibre Bragg gratings, for pulse compression
and amplitude noise reduction of chirped ultrashort-pulsed
signals. Although chirp is not completely eliminated, pulse
compression down to the transform-limited duration of the input
pulses is obtained at the NOLM output, for a proper choice of the
DGTE dispersion. If input peak power is adjusted at the maximum
of the NOLM output power characteristic, then amplitude
fluctuations on marks are substantially reduced, as well as the
optical power on spaces. Intersymbol interference is substantially
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reduced as well. The compressed output pulses are also
accompanied by side lobes. Side lobes appear with the counter-
propagating pulses after compression through the DGTE as a
consequence of large variations in the DGTE dispersion spectrum.
If the initial chirp is large, however, the side lobes of CW and CCW
pulses are nearly equal in amplitude, so that they are strongly
reduced at the NOLM output due to destructive interference. This
happens even if the pulse spectrum extends over nearly an entire
FSR of the DGTE. This result is particularly interesting in practice,
as it means that, with the help of a Sagnac interferometer
structure, chirp compensation can be performed without the need
of elaborate dispersion compensating devices presenting a uni-
form dispersion spectrum, like chirped and apodized fibre Bragg
gratings. If the initial chirp is small, in contrast, large side lobes
appear at the NOLM output, due to the SPM effect, which
enhances the side lobes in the CCW direction only. Large side
lobes also appear if the pulse bandwidth exceeds the FSR, so
that the FSR, and thus the separation between the two fibre
Bragg gratings composing the DGTE ultimately limits the device
performances in terms of maximal bandwidth (or minimal
transform-limited duration) of the pulses that can be regenerated.
In this study, we showed that pulse compression down to �20 ps
can be obtained with an FSR of 46.8 GHz, corresponding to
a grating separation of 2 mm. For shorter pulses, the FSR can be
increased by further shortening the grating separation, or by
overlapping gratings. We believe that this study will be useful for
the development of all-optical regenerators for optical transmis-
sion systems.
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